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Introduction to the Simple Reference 
Profile 

Provides an overview of the simple Reference profile in ServCat. 

Simple Profile 
The best way to understand a Reference is to look at the simple profile view. 

 

The simple profile is intended to show the most pertinent information to help any user determine the 

value of the information resource to the user’s needs. 

The upper left indicates this is an Unpublished Report with a reference code of 54126.1 

Below ‘Unpublished Report’ in the upper left are the metadata elements intended to quickly inform a 

user about the information resource: 

 Title - The title of the Reference and, ideally, the title of the information resource too (e.g., title 

of the actual published report attached as a document). 

 Description - A brief description of the information resource.  In some cases, this may be the 

associated abstract or overview copied from the document. 

 Full Citation - This is an auto-generated field that concatenates the authors, dates, title, and 

other important attributes. 

 Visibility - Indicates who has permission to view this reference 

o Public - Full public access to view the reference profile 

o Internal - Only FWS staff may view this reference. 

 

                                                           
1
 As a reminder, the reference code is the unique identifier for this reference. 
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Files and Links Panel 
The Files and Links panel appears with almost all References and provides access the information 

resource. 

Note the following: 

 The files and links presented here are no different than the files and links that were accessible 

from the search results. 

 You may not have permission to download some files containing sensitive and/or proprietary 

information. 

 

Additional Panels 
Below the Files and Links panel there may be additional panels to show related References in ServCat.  

In all cases, the number refers to the count of related References - panels, however, do not show if the 

Reference count is zero or the relationship does not apply.  

Depending on the specific Reference, one or more of the following panels may show: 

 Related [child References ] - Some References, including those for published report series, 

books and conference proceedings, can function as containers and organize one or more ‘child’ 

References: published reports, book chapters, conference proceeding papers, respectively. 

 Products Created By This Project - If the Reference describes a Project which created one or 

more Products that are each described separately as unique References, this panel will list them 

all. 

 Originating Project and Related Products - If this Reference was created by a Project with its 

own Reference, this panel leads you back to the Project plus all related Products. 

 Version History - Some records are periodically updated with newer finalized versions.  This 

panel presents the entire lineage from the oldest (at the bottom) up to the most current (at the 

top). 

 See Also - A Reference may provide links, or cross-references, to other References. 

 

  


